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Jefferson: Can you please tell us about your medium. He follow our work since begining, now we 
are in the 306th  Dialogue. He told me, you gave some advice but he hesitated to give us the 
interview. He didn´t wat to get in touch with me, then his wife called me and we did an apointment. 
How did you watch everything?
Exu Caveira: He was very timorous about what I would tell.  In the reality, all of you which work in
the Umbanda has Karma to pay. You are all the time in evolution, but we too. Don´t think we Exus, 
Preto Velhos und children are exempted of evolution. Development is part of the process of all 
things and the life has no end.  
I am in the other side and saw many thing. Actually, some things will be not easy to explain because
things we have here, you don´t have at your dimension. There is only one moment: Here and now 
(coment later) 
Let´s try to explain in the part when you leave the body, the materie, only in spirit. (after death)
When you are alive, is common to ask yourself: What happen after death? There is something more 
or is only a piece of bones? Some says: Once you're dead, that's it. There are a lot of doubts about. 
Mediums and people that work with spiritism knows there is a life after death. Otherwise the World 
would be full of mentally ill people, many schizophrenia. 
We are worker at Umbanda, we are “free” spirits and nothing happen casualty. The most import for  
is self-knowledge, because is very easy another entity embody and you let it. Is important that the 
Medium cares about own ego to avoid obsession, otherwise is very dangerous. Many Mediums  are 
deceived, thinking he is working with a superior spirit. 

Jefferson: How did you convince him to give this interview?
Exu Caveira: By  inspiration, breathing in. Then, one day I told him. He didn´t believe, thought was
a joke from another spirit. Then you asked him if was * Quiumba? You have a lot of prejudice in 
relation of Quiumbas and treat them as terrorist  
What is Quiumba for you? 
Most of people have a wrong view of lfe after death. They thing when people die, they gonna be 
immediately  an angel, or going direct to the heaven.  When I tel that is because the respect with 
Quiumbas must exist. Why do we have charity?  You tell spirits, ghost are only dead people, as you 
don´t have also a spirit insid of your body. You complicate everything.
In the spiritism of Kardec,  the assistance are with the Quiumbas or with incarnated to be free of 
Quiumbas?

Jefferson: If your medium didn´t accept to make the interview, what would happen to him?
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Exu Caveira: The life is a process of lerning. If you don´t lern in this life, then you must to do it in 
another reincarnation. The best way of learning is to be thankfull for each oportunity of lerning. 
The ilusion brings only pain and disapointment. That´s people are looking for:  A false happiness. 
When you accept that you are a spirit, free of judment, free of religion and accept there is a 
Intelligent Power (God) commanding behind all of this Universe, then you gonna see beauty in all 
things, even in the expiation, in the pain, sickness. 
Then the question of free-will, destiny, punishment. All of that doesn´t matter anymore, because you
start to live without expectation, anxious.
Jesus, Buddha and the Orient Religion like Zen, Hinduismus teach us to live and feel the present 
moment. Jesus was very clear, as he told. Unfortunately you didn´t understand almost nothing what 
He teached.  For example: Judgment, love the other as yourself...
It´s dangerous for people who believe in Karma, because they see but don´t help when someone 
need help. May be is your Karma too, helping this person. Compassion is a very important feeling 
and must be cultivated.  People come with a special mission on this orb, but during they life they 
change the route, taking the easiest way. When the time comes to be collect, they don´t want to pay.
Each person is a unique. 

Mindpower, Quantum Energie,  synchrony

Buddha and Jesus told about the power of Mind: If you think, it will happen. Jesus said: “you are 
pantheon”, and “if I can, you can too”.
Many people are pretentious, want to do in only one incarnation, have no patience to wait.
Very popular are the Quantum energy. Many people gives a seminar, saying the participants have a 
super power and canalization. Then the participants start making a channeling withput protection 
and sometimes they caught very strong energies they are not able to work with. Many times people 
atract entities, spirits with dense enegie around her, because they are vibrating at the same frequenz.
For example, you are a smoker and died, you still keeps your addiction. 
In the other side there is no cigarretes. To get it, you must to go near of a incarnate who also has the 
same habits and taking the enegie of the cigarret he or she are smoking at that moment. 
Mankind who believes in a life after death has another way to see it. They think when someone die, 
he loose his habits and is a better person. That´s a false and big mistake. You still remain as you 
were before. If you had a cancer, you will still keeping this cancer, till you chance your 
counsciousness and get help from doctors als Pretos Velhos to  relieve your pain. The anguish harms
a lot.

Jefferson: Before you said something like: “sometimes we must to run after because some wants to 
be brave.  Can you please explain it again please? 
Exu Caveira: For example: You know houses are protected. However, spirits with bad intentions see
a gap and try to infiltrate.  
Many meduims want to test the entities if they are really channeling. My medium, for example, did 
different test like damping the cigarret with his food or fingers and he didn´t feel nothing. 
For everything human being needs a prove, because of the EGO. The reason of reincarnation is the 
evolution, and the big obstacle is the ego we bring inside of. That´s the reason is important the 
SELF-knowledge.
When we do our mission without attachment, snobbishness and aggrandizement then we are in the 
good way. There is a quote that says: “It´s no problem to lay in a bed made of gold , if you don´t 
forget the one who is sleeping on the floor.”

Jefferson: It the spiritism of Allan Kardec says that is waste of time looking for the equalit between 
mankind. It is an expiation of God . So we learn throught those proofy. 



Exu Caveira: That´s right, but you can help people who needs. If a beggar in the streets ask you 
money for eat, many people don´t ive because they think the beggar gonna take the money for 
alcohol and cigarret. Others give the money and don´t care what the begar gonna make with the 
money. Then, they say: “I´ve done my duty”. But the same person who gave the money, if the 
beggar ask for a cigarret instead money, gonna say no. Then I ask you boy- Where is the love? 
People who are addicted to the cigarret gonna suffer. And now?

Jefferson: It means that we are a bit hypocrite.
Exu Caveira: We live in a hypocritical world

Jefferson: I give myself as example. Few days ago I talking to my social network: “ If someone 
criticize your religion, don´t care about and keep straight at your religion inside of your concept.”
As I told that found myself also hypocrit because I myself didn´t want people criticize myself. We 
do it every time without realize.

Exu Caveira: That´s called Religious intolerance. Exacly in this situation, you get the chance to 
practice the love. Instead people killing each other to decide which is the right religion, they should 
give a hug. Those people who fight ybout religion, one day gonna awake up and will be shameful of
his act. There is a quote which says: “ the strong is that same as the weak, and the weak is the same 
as the strong”.  What should be weakeded is the Ego. Then you look at the person and think: “I´ve 
been worst than him”. It´s like a mirror. There is no other, only what you see though the other: 
Yourself. 

Jefferson: Everybody has his own way, point of reference, strengt...
Exu Caveira:  Yes. All ways take you to the essence, to God.

56 Minutes: Sound of drinking...

Jefferson: Did you drink something?
Exu Caveira: Yes, but only water. My medium doesn´t drink alcohol. He got sore throat. 

Jefferson: You said: I didn´t drink the water but my Medium. Is it different when I ask if you is the 
one who drinks the water or your medium?
Exu Caveira: (he roar with laughter) I got no belly or stomach, only bones! Only bones... 
hahahahahaha

Jefferson: Do you think we have problems to distinguish  when incorporated between spirit and 
matter?
Exu Caveira: It depends of the development of the medium. Sometimes when he was unconscious it
tooks a bit time till teach him to talk to me.  At the begining he was not able  to split when was me, 
talking to him or his own thoughts or even a third spirit involved.  Was very confuse for him. 
That´s the development, when you know if the toughts are from yourself or from someone else near 
by you. 

I gonna tell you something: Nobody have to get a better person, because the life is gonna teach you.
But you must to be fair with yourself. You should not change your external world but inside of you, 
your heart.
This internal changing takes time. Some will be faster, others takes longer.
But you must be honest with you and don´t fall into hypocrisy.

One day my medium told us: “I don´t want to see you any more. Go away and look for another 



medium to get your evolution, not with me! “
Then we went away.

Jefferson: Please send a message to the people who are listen the dialogues and like your messages. 
What they should do to get in touch with you?
Exu Caveira:  Be careful, don´t call me because I don´t come and probably will come an obsessor 
spirit.  Then you gonna regreat very much. It´s not like you think. Desire is not might. 

Dialogue 307

Everything is perfect because fulfill the purpose of  God creation. Exu Caveira

Jefferson: Talking about Ego, the first time I met your medium, he asked me not put his name at the 
Dialogue because it wasn´t a work from him, but from spirits. 
Exu Caveira: If something has been writting at your book of life (karma), then is inevitable to 
ignore of hide. 

Jefferson: If it is in the destiny, early or later is gonna appear in our lifes?
Exu Caveira: exacly.

Jefferson: Then you know what is gonna happen in his future?
Exu Caveira:  Some parts but not all. His Black old Man (Preto Velho) can answer this question.

Jefferson: But if you have the programation of his incarnation, you won´t let him without his 
deserves? Specially because of prejudice many people regarding Umbanda?
Exu Caveira: No. Some of his guides, he asked himself. Others asked him if they could be his 
guides

Jefferson: I didn´t understand.
Exu Caveira: While he was in the spiritual world, before he reincarnate, some offer to be his guides 
for his task. Look, you come to this world in a mission. Doesn´t matter, all mankind comes with a 
mission. Give value to the things you got. You have a treasure inside of yourself and should be 
pround, not shame. You should love yourself as you are, not to live in an appearance. Since 
childhood, many people  are afraid of the society, what they gonna say or think... Accept yourself as
you are. 
In the society people adapt to each other, following a standart and forming a snowball. Many crazy 
people, thinking they are normal, looking for a solution where there is not. Runnung after money 
and material things.
After reaching the goal, a short time later is not pleased anymore and want to get more, MORE 
AND MORE.
Inside of you there is an empty which you try to compensate with material things like Money, Work,
Sex without balance, hobby. Only distractions to flee of your essence, what you  really are because 
you are afraid to see and accept  who you are, with your good and bad character.
All what you wish is the light, but this light there is a part you try which tries all the time to hide:  
Your shadow, the Negativ-self.
If should get in contact of your bad part and accept it. (Self-knowledge). You are human being like a
robot.

Jefferson: Let´s talk about Religion.



Exu Caveira: How do I define the brazilian Religion: A lot of hypocrisy. The Religion turned full of 
dogma, which takes you nowhere. The Umbanda appeared because of the elite inside spiritismus. At
that time only the high society was taking part of the sitting and the poor didn´t get the chance to get
the gospel, that´s the reason. There is a frase: “Umbanda is the psychologist of poor people.”
In many Religions is a lack of Love, selflessness, charity. 
In our smallness, I say “we” because I try also to understand  with the mind, although not like you 
still do. Now am free of some illusion I had as encarnated. We try to see what happen inside our 
knowledge and  perception. Then we find out, it is much bigger than we are able to imagine. Many 
times when  a new revelation is giving to us, we look inside ourselves, análise and meditate about 
what have been talked. Living and learning. We didn´t came only to teach you.  We learn also.

14,22 Jefferson: You told about the society and the individum living more by instinct, instead 
independently, with own reasons.
Exu Caveira: How act an animal? By instinct. Now I gonna explain more clearly. For example the 
towers which had been destroyed? Was a very big Commercial centre, or? 
How did live those people? Conscientious or by instinct? I can say it was automatism, because 
people don´t take a time to think. Why run after so much money? Then if you have a son, he grows 
up lawlessness, starts using drugs and so on... Proof  and expiation hand to hand: The man works 
day and night to give his family a better life  and the son goes to the jail or flee his home, to learn 
all efforts was not worthwile.

Self-knowledge
(he makes a jok) I am only amount of bones but I look at my self and ask: Who am I? Only this 
bones or there is somenthing more? What the reason of my existence?  You should get know who 
you are and look inside of you, because everything you look at yourself, you learn a bit more.
Then you take the bad egg and throw away and stop fooling yourself and discover your own 
essence.
That´s is a process of changing and the paradigm of habits, belief, creed, rough edges has no place 
into their life anymore. Then people start looking for a Religion and they stay where they feel good,
like a home feeling after a long journey.

Jefferson: When you talk like that, you remember the teaching of jiddu krishnamurti. Do you know 
him?
Exu Caveira: Ja, that´s one of the boring books my medium read. He is one of the boring master of 
Orient. Just a joke. Some of those meister have a very good way of teaching and there are many 
thruth in what they preach. But some of them in the same Orient Line got lost. There reason it 
happen, I have no idea. But Jesus let it very clear: Get to know yourself. In the mountain sermon he
let it very clear. Jesus words were direct, brave but full of Love. A Love you are not able to 
understand.

Many church preach and people believe: “Accept Jesus and you gonna be saved”.  That´s quite easy
if you don´t make your renovation inside of you.  
No! You should accept yourself. Then you stop suffering, because if you got to know yourself, you 
don´t feel wounded by others and don´t argue. In reality you argue with yourself because you don´t 
believe in what you are.

Jefferson: Today people say: I got a treasure. But doesn´t mean those are able to use it, or?
Exu Caveira: No. The treasure is inside of you. Unfortunately many look outside or in the spiritual 
guides, religions, material things, passions, drugs, amusement.



Gimmick or wile of the Ghosts

Jefferson: Please, let´s go back to the thema we have been talking. Your medium told that before 
incorporation, he called one spirit and came another one completely different? Why did it happen? 
Why didn´t came the spirit he was calling?
Exu Caveira: (he laughs) This thema I can´t talk here. 

Jefferson: Ok, but how people can know if the spirit which talkes with her is the one she called? 
How to avoid beeing foolish by spirits? 
Because he should notice when a spirit came from you or an obsession, or? 
Exu Caveira: That happen while he was unskilled, inexperience. That´s a process he should to 
experiment. But about this thema I can´t talk, hope you understand. If you want, you can talk with 
my medium later. The only thing I tell you: BE CAREFUL WHEN YOU CALL A SPIRIT OR 
MAKE A CHANNELING. YOU DON´T KNOW IF YOU BEEN TRICKED.
However, nothing happen without reason. Sometimes, when you get more experience, you gonna 
look back and have the feeling you wasted a lot of time, doing mistakes. But those mistakes were 
necessary for your evolution. 
At the beginning of the development, the medium think he is mad, because he doesn´t know what is
going on. Many go to psychiatrist, thinking it is a kind of hallucination, schizophrenia... Its 
everything normal. In mental hospital is full of mediums in another atonement.

Jefferson: If I was in the place of your medium, how I would be feeling, receiving you? Are you a 
block of thoughts in his head, tansforming in pictures or feelings? How it works?
Exu Caveira: We can not talk about that, but each person has his won way of perception. Some of 
them feel tired, others feel a diferent kind smells like herbs or wish drinking something, like a 
coffee, for example,  if your guide is a black old men. Because the characteristic of Pretos Velhos, 
his signature are coffee and pipes.

Jefferson: Which advice you give those who the second sight (claircoyance) starting crop up?
Exu Caveira: You should not doubt and at same time doubt, because, as Kardec let it clear, the 
difference between a good or bad spirit. Take a look at your own thoughts. It´s also vey importat to 
study about or ask for help to the one who has experince about. We are in a way of evolution and 
everything is acceptable.

Jefferson: Many people has  prejudice about Umbanda. What you  have to say?
Exu Caveira: People judge because they fear what they are not able to understand.
Before someone make a judment, should study . Ask those who talkes badly about Umbanda if they 
know who the Medium Celio Fernandinho de Morais or  Doctor Bezerra de Meneses were?  If you 
read their about their lifes, then you  gonna find out, what Umbanda means.

During the Dialogue, after 51.24 Minutes suddenly came a spirit of Pai Joaquim de Aruanda 
-Black old Man falange

Jefferson: Hello, everything ok?
Pai Joaquim de Aruanda: Salve son. Here is a black old man. I send Sr. Caveira away. The medium 
must drink a water, because Caveira talked too much. 

Jefferson: (he laughs) What is your name?
Pai Joaquim de Aruanda: I am father Joaquim from Aruanda Line. Salve my son. Jesus Christ and 



Blessed Mother protect the work you are doing, Exus and all the ones who is part of this work, 
aggrandize the Umbanda.

Jefferson: Am very glad to talk to you here.
Pai Joaquim de Aruanda: I gave an inspiration to the medium and told him: You gonna get a 
surprise. Be prepared.

Jefferson: Thanks. Am very glad you persuaded him to take part of the Dialogue with the spirits. 
Pai Joaquim de Aruanda: Yes, the Caveira explained to him it was unavoidable to hesitate

Jefferson: Where do you live? In Aruanda?
Pai Joaquim de Aruanda: You are very curious. I gonna let you talk with Caveira again

Jefferson: Please, give a message to the public before you leave.
Pai Joaquim de Aruanda: I gonna give a very simple message. Pay attention to what Exu Caveira 
have been told and bring your brain to work (think about what have been told) and start walking 
with faith. Salve!

After 54: 30 Minutes:
 
Medium Diego Garcia: Hello, here is Diego. (The Medium)

Jefferson: Now we speak with a encarnated spirit. Soon we gonna talk with the spirit of Caveira 
again.

Medium Diego Garcia: You want call him back? …. No, it´s not necessary anymore, he is already 
here near by me....

Jefferson: We gonna only make a finalization.
Medium Diego Garcia: Ok.
 After 55:20 Minutes:

Dialogue 308

Every time  you pray God to make a miracle in

your life or take a  heavy burden from your back

is the same to refuse God, because means that

you don´t trust in his infinite wisdom.
                       
                                                             Exu Caveira

Exu Caveira: Salve.
Jefferson: Salve sir Caveira. Am very glad to talk to you again. 
Exu Caveira: My medium gonna be very surprised, after listing our dialogue. Tell me one thing boy.
Your work is to bring enlightenment to people or? That´s hurt because many want to remain in the 
ignorance and mistake. It hurts both: incarnated and spirits (ghost). Some things are not good to 



talk. Howerven have been talking too much (then he laughs). 

Jefferson: Then let´s talk again what Umbanda means: Manifestation of the spirit for the charity.
Exu Caveira: Yes. If they don´t believe, they should come and talk to me face by face. I am Exu, not
black old men. I don´t take easy. 

Jefferson: The caboclo of sete encruzilhada, when he appears and said about the new religion, 
because the spiritismus of Kardec was using only by hight society. He told Umbanda should bring 
clarification for the uneducated spirits. 
Exu Caveira: Like in your world, in the ghost world with the years we could follow the 
development of the spirits. 
Now I tell you something. Do you know which kind of offering you can do to the Orishas?

Jefferson: Please tell us.
Exu Caveira: An open heart, honesty with yourself. 

Jefferson: What you have to say when a beginner which is developing the clairvoyant and are in 
doubt if the thoughts come from himself or ghost?
Exu Caveira: Just let it happen without questions. Follow the flux or the river. One day you gonna 
discharge on the ocean. 
Another advice: Be humble and search for help by those who has an experience about. 

Jefferson: The acceptance is very important, or?
Exu Caveira: At the firt you gonna refuse to accept or believe. An inner conflict will take part. 
When you stop to flight and accept, then it will be easy. While you are getting experience, then you 
gonna be able to discern between your and other  thoughts.
What do you think Happiness means? You should be thankful for the process of gaining skill or 
awareness. 
Every time  you pray God to make a miracle in your life or take a  heavy burden from your back is 
the same to refuse God, because means that you don´t trust in his infinite wisdom. You are the one 
who create your own Karma, not the others. 
Many people feel an empty and try to compensate with matter... They should get off your 
comfortable live, and ask themselves who they are.  
A good exercise is asking what you are not.... For example: I am not lazy, I am not spontan.... Then 
you gonna start finding who you really are.

Meditation

Jefferson: How to perceive when Orisha or the spiritual guides talk to us?
Exu Caveira: When you get your mental peace, comtemplation. You see a bird, listen the rain drops,
 the sway of a tree by wind, listen to a musica. May be come someone and tell you something which
you don´t understand but feel... If you try to get to logical it wouldn´t work. 

Jefferson: A question: Who is your boss?
Exu Caveira: The exu Caveira (death´s-head). We are a line of many body of soldiers.



Jefferson: What have you done while your last life?
Exu Caveira: Am not allowed to talk about my last life.

Jefferson: Then let´s talk about Caveiras hierarchy... You have others over you. Who is under?
Exu Caveira: I am a very little Exu, have nobody (then he laughs)

Jefferson: The relation you have with alive person (incarnated), you act as a normal human being.
Exu Caveira: Of course. We are a human being with own conscience, with feelings and liked but is 
not the same thing as incarnated with his Ego. We have another view of life but still Individual like 
you.

Depression
The World is a big illusion. Follow your heart and do realize what you compromised before your 
reincarnation in this life, without caring about what other saying or thinking. 
If every person do it, there is not place for Depression any more and no more suicide.
Help others but help yourself first! The success happens if you are well with yourself.

Stop following the mind and feel more with the heart without judgment.

The task of many Exus ist knock in your comfort area, then you gonna get in panik and starting to 
look at your life and see something must to be done. Or you go to a psychological treatment or you 
get back to God. Jesus told tthat once about destroying the temple before getting resurrection to the 
life. The real life. 
There is no better teacher than a physical discomfort, emotionally hurt, the pain. After you accept 
the pain and  overcome, then you see the light.

Jefferson: How to distinguish Faith and Illusion?
Exu Caveira: In reality, the faith is a concept.  It´s a kind of acceptance without desires or 
expectations. That´s the reason sometimes the prayer doesn´t work. Can be the prayer bigger and 
stronger that proof and expiation someone pass through? 
Of course it can help you, giving more mental strength, sooth feelings, but if the proof is in your life
because of a reason, karma, then the prayer can´t take it from your life. For everything there is a 
reason.

There is a big diference between Pain and Suffering.
The pain is what you get now. It´s not possible to run away if it have been written in your karma 
life. But remain in the distress is an option. You should the torment and misery overcome.
For example: If a beloved person past away, then you get the pain and it´s hurt.The Pain is at the 
moment. Remaining in this pain, getting depression is your option. That´s the reason people should 
know the life still remains after the death of the body. So, they may hope to meet again those who, 
for a while,  has been past.
Once people prayed, supplicating to to take the suffering away. You always pray to get something. 
When you get the possibility to learn in many ways, you just don´t practice...
For example: “God please give me more patience”. By driving, when someone cross your front, 
then you are irritated and even screaming... How to get patience without getting the chance to 
experiment? When you feel reluctance of accepting and learn, then you are losing time.

Jefferson: It have been happened friends of you to reincarnate again?
Exu Caveira: (he laughs) I think I don´t need to answer your question, or?



Jefferson: Then in the Umbanda probaly there are many reincarnated Exus?
Exu Caveira: (he laughs again) That´s normal to happen.
You think to have many spirits (ghost) near by you is something special and you see it as folklore. 
For us is nothing special.

Jefferson: What you have to say about the 117. question in the book of  Spirits from Allan Kardec?
117. Does it depend on the spirits themselves to hasten their progress towards perfection?
"Certainly; they reach the goal more or less quickly according to the strength of their desire
and the degree of their submission to the will of God. Does not a docile child learn faster than
one who is obstinate and idle?"

Exu Caveira: That´s the answer. Exacly what we talked about acepptance of mission´s  God without
doubt.

Jefferson: Ok, then we need only the 1th and 132th. Questions, then we can close the book?
1. What is God?
"God is the Supreme Intelligence-First Cause of all things."¹

132. What is the aim of the incarnation of spirits.?
"It is a necessity imposed on them by God, as the means of attaining perfection. For some of
them it is an expiation; for others, a mission. In order to attain perfection, it is necessary for
them to undergo all the vicissitudes of corporeal existence. It is the experience acquired by
expiation that constitutes its usefulness. Incarnation has also another aim-viz., that of fitting
the spirit to perform his share in the work of creation; for which purpose he is made to
assume a corporeal apparatus in harmony with the material state of each world into which he
is sent, and by means of which he is enabled to accomplish the special work, in connection
with that world which has been appointed to him by the divine ordering. He is thus made to
contribute his quota towards the general weal, while achieving his own advancement."
The action of corporeal beings is necessary to the carrying on of the work of the universe ; but 
God in His wisdom has willed that this action should furnish them with the means of progress 
and of advancement towards Himself.  And thus, through an admirable law of His providence, 
all things are linked together, and solidarity is established between all the realms of nature.

Exu Caveira: Yes, precisely. If you understand both questions, you don´t need any book of this 
Earth, even the Bhagavad Gita, for example. Many people read a lot of books but don´t put the 
gospel in practice. But don´t be shame if you are not able to exercise. May be you are not ready yet. 
Just be honest with yourself. If you recognize what is wrong with you is already a process of 
lerning.
Do you want to pay homage to Jesus Christ in Easter?  Put fire, burn the Bible and do what 
Jesus said: “Love your brother as yourself”.
If you are angry now because of my words, then look at your mirror and be angry with 
yourself because you are unable to follow his lesson.

Jefferson: We are coming to the end... Actually we should make one Dialogue. Now we are already 
in the 3th...
Exu Caveira: (he laughs) I gonna tell I didn´t know about...

Jefferson: To the people who has a good sensibility, they know what you mean by laughing...
Exu Caveira: Sometimes laughing says more than words...



Jefferson: I thank you very much for your friendly interview and hope through  this dialogue I got 
your respect friendship.
Exu Caveira: You are a good boy. Even if you weren´t you would get our respect. Don´t wait 
nothing from nobody, just make your part. It´s gonna reach his achiev. The Dialogue  fills up 
without getting arrogance. We are all the same, nobody is better than others. All people person have 
same value, it doesn´t matter if you are a cleaner or businessman.

Jefferson: Please give your last message before the next Dialogue.
Exu Caveira: Why last Message? I will not gonna die (then he laughs).
Enjoy your life, smile mor often, if you are angry with someone, let him know... Be happy, but don
´t look it somewhere else. Look at yourself and feel the hapinness.

Jefferson: Now I beg you to give the 2nd last Message.
Exu Caveira: The only what I can say is those who starting emerge (crop up) his  clayrvoyant 
(spiritualistic medium). If you don´t know your spiritual guides, follow your heart. If you are not 
prepared to develop your medial clayrvoyant, then make a pause. Be honest with yourself and look 
at your limits. 
We (Orishas) won´t be offendend is the medium is not prepared. Help others but help yourself first!
Follow your heart and be patience. Many things is gonna happen. Sometimes you go thru 
experience and thinks is the end of your World. That´s only the beginning. Don´t loose your faith 
and believe at the moment.  Stop following the mind and feel more with the heart without judgment.

Don´t take my words as insult but carry them at your heart and soon the Purgatory gonna be   
empty.  Exu Caveira

Which moment you die? In the future or now? We never know when the death take us. Do 
you gather enough Information to know the Purgatory exist in the present at your minds?
That´s the point. You live in the present. You die in the present. 
Take care of your PRESENT to avoid heartbreaking when you awake up!
I am Exu. I felt a lot of pain, madness, surrealism created by myself. 
The suffering teach you being free of Tribulation, transforming you in abetter person.
Salve all people who are hearing this dialogue, learning with this young boy.

After 1:20 minutes the medium comes back to his body. We heard a sound of cough.

Jefferson: What happen to you? Are you ok?
Medium Diego Garcia: my crawn is quit bad. He smoked quite a lot.

Jefferson:  Do you smoke?
Medium Diego Garcia: Yes, but when he is my me I don´t notice or realize. Despite I was at his 
side,  I don´t remember what have been told.

Jefferson: How do you define (describe) your clairvoyance? Aware, semi-aware or unconscious?
Medium Diego Garcia: I have no idea. I think it is semi-aware. Sometimes I remember, sometimes 
not. In this present case I gonna remember after listen to the dialogue.
And in a situation, which I should tell something to someone, then I forget everything as a secret, 
hidding message between them.

Jefferson: How long do you work with the entity Exu Caveira?
Medium  Diego Garcia: Around 3 years.

Jefferson: I would like about the first contact with the dialogues we have done. Can you explain 



how did you get in touch with me?
Medium  Diego Garcia: I don´t like to be in middle of attention and refused. Then he told me if was 
not possible to make without camera, then was my choice not to do. He would respect my decision. 
But, as the spirits say: Everything has a reason. Let´s wait and see what is gonna happen.

Jefferson: Am thankful you were taking part in this work, putting yourself out and helping many 
people in their evolution.
Medium Diego Garcia: I thank you too and let´s see what is gonna happen.

Jefferson: My last question: How do you describe the embody of an Exu? 
Medium Diego Garcia: it´s normal, like any entity.

Jefferson: How do you feel at the end?
Medium Diego Garcia:  Light. A feeling of peace.

Jefferson: Again, thanks a lot for your patience and God touch the heart of people while they listen 
to the dialogue.
Medium Diego Garcia: Thanks. 

End of Dialogue 308

 Dialogue 309 

Follow the flux or the river. One day you gonna reach the ocean.
Exu Caveira

Jefferson: Sometimes we heard in the spiritismus that the ghost take the same form of his last life, I 
mean, his last reincarnation form. Can you tell us about the exus or it depends on the Line?
Exu Caveira: I gonna tell how it happens to me. Am proud of my garments (form of showing). But I
can also use another form if am a elevated spirit and come to tork in the Umbanda. The spirit can 
take the form he wants, it depends of the conschiousness elevation. I can show myself worst than I 
am. For example: If a child look at me, she gonna see a engel, white man and blue eyes. Others 
gonna see me with a mask of judgment and get scared. It depend how you see things. You still are 
very connected to the matter. Few look inside, at the essence and love without prejudice. 

Jefferson: Do you have an predominating appearance?
Exu Caveira: It´s not necessary to be all the time with the aspect of a skull, but if I involved in this 
Caveira Line, then I will be proud using the death´s-head, working to the Exus-law.

Jefferson: Being Exu is punishment or privilege?
Exu Caveira: Consequence being yourself. While I been lost, till I found this way and embrace as 
divine oportunity, first was sacrifice, but after while I realize that was my own faut. Then I was 
proud of my history. The proof and expiation are necessary to get closer of God. During these time 
we should be thankful because we are gettig the oportunity of evolution.
It´s much better to confront when the problem appear, instead trying to run away. Soon or later you 
must deal. Then now, because you gonna be prepared, more experient for the new stage. 
You flee all the time of pain and dificult, imaging this world is a fairground. Jesus told the 
happiness is not from this world...



Let´s go deeply. You think Jesus was a foul, silly who didn´t know nothing. 
Jesus brought the greatest knowledge to this earth. When he preached you were not able to 
understand, like now. 
If Jesus come back, the Protestants are the first one to run away. When he say the happiness ist not 
from this world, he means the Ego, your Mind, desires, illusions.  The happinness is not in the 
reality of this world. 
If you live unassuming, you would be happy. The masters talk in parabolas maybe because the truth 
shoud be reached as experience. 

Jefferson: We have to face the problems to solve it?
Exu Caveira: When you find yourself in the situation with the problems, you thoughts should be on 
watch and pray. Then you on´t atract any bad  or obsessive spirit to you. Sometimes you feel so lost,
having no idea how much we (ghosts) influence in your lifes. (then he laughs). 
In the Oriental Line (Hinduismus) the meisters said behind of act there is an observer watching...
Now I gonna tell you: Pai Joaquim de Aruanda (Black old Men Line) brings some  kowledge of 
other planets. 20.
In the time my medium thought he knows everything, he was right in the knowledge way but was 
missing  the modesty, simplicity and humility. That´s the moment am talking about. The planet ist 
sarting a new change, new Era. Knowledge are necessary. That´s my function with this medium, 
enlightening him. In this new Age the acquisition of knowledge is reachable for all individual.  
Time goes much faster, much more accelerated, taking you out of your comfortable live. Where is 
your worst enemy? Exacly where you wouldn´t looking at.  And where is God? In the same place.
When I refuse to accept myself is because am afraid of my bad part, my shadow. If I don´t face my 
black part, I will never leave the duality or right and wrong, pure and impure, sacred and evil... I 
just gonna reach the light only if I clear the shadow. 

Jefferson: May be it will be scare people who are listen, but I would make  test with you. Is it 
possible to you to talk to me five minutes instead using your voice but the voice of your medium?
Exu Caveira: His voice? Yes, but I don´t think he is gonna like it (then he laughs)

Jefferson: Why not?
41.29 Minutes
Exu Caveira: I can use the vocal cords stronger, weaker or (then he changes his voice) eu posso 
falar com a voz dele as if he was here. “ then he laughs” 41.39 Minutes
That was we´ve been talking before. How much influence has the spirits in your life?
People who doesn´t  know can be easly entrap. 
People aways wants to proof the medium, like: tell me the name of my mother. How can I know? 
Am I soothsayer? Am not Swami Sri Rama-tys and also can´t be in many diferent place at same 
time. I do have my limitation! I am only a little Exu (he laughs)

Jefferson: Then you think if we take in the book of the Ghost from Kardec the question number 1, 
117, 132 and put it in our life, the rest of codification can we throw away?
Exu Caveira: Yes, that´s right. Many religion believe in the trinity, mankind in the duality and I told 
about unity. If you stop your Ego and join others with the same purpose, you gonna reach the unity 
with God.
The problem is: There are many groups with diferent purpose. Als result, struggle between you.
You should stopping your Ego and associate yourself in favor of major purpose.
People are hypocrite when they say: “We are all one”. In fact, if someone is against what they say, 
then they don´t believe “we are all one” anymore (then he laughs). You say: “No leaf fall down 
without God command.” When a plaine full of people fall down on sea, then you say: “work of the 
devil”



Then comes again the question of duality: What is shadow and light, what am I? You want to 
understand what Exu is or other things. When I say Jesuswas also a magic when he spit on the 
earth, took it and scrub in the eyes of the blind. That´s also vodoo, or? People are still blind and are 
afraid to see the truth.They want to name miracle and suit it where they is convenient. Don´t be 
afraid, open your eyes. Crazy people are the happiest. They don´t care about what other says, they 
just want to be happy, without damange others. They are happy when it´s rain, or it´s sun. 
Take the responsibility for your life, without wainting the help of others.
When yu asked me if I could help people stoping smoking... Why should I?  They should have 
shame and stop by thenself. Then he caught a cancer and say was a devil works. It was not the 
devil, was himself who did it with his health.

Jefferson: In Kardec it says: You get what you have been planting in our life...
Exu Caveira: You can kill, you can damage people remorseless... After you die, what you think you 
gonna be received in the other side? A degree? Diploma with good manner?

Jefferson: Can you please give us a last message?
Exu Caveira:

Jefferson: Examine, review your concept about right and wrong, the truth which been transformated
in dogmas, feel instead understanding. Deny yourself, deny your Ego and illusions, then you gonna 
find yourself, you gonna be alive, in unity with God.

End

Many Thanks to Jefferson Viscardi, Exu Caveira and Medium Diego Garcia.
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